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‘This group will be a recognised expert market leader of choice for all FM professionals and other     
statutory bodies in the Healthcare and Social Care environment.’ 

 Introduction 

The NPAG Facilities South Best Value Group is one of a number of NPAG groups that has been established for 
operational facilities managers as a platform for sharing best practice and to carry out benchmarking activities 
requested by its members. The group is member driven with agenda items and speaker selection agreed prior to 
each meeting.  Each round consists of 4 meetings which are held on member Trust sites.  This allows members 
to see any areas of innovation or best practice. Each of the meetings includes a presentation by respected 
speakers on topical subjects such as changing legislation, compliance, products or services.   
 
The NPAG Facilities South group has a substantial membership comprising of representatives from Acute,     
Mental Health and Community Trusts. The group have formed strong links with the Facilities North Best Value 
Group which further increases the breadth of networking opportunity for members and allows them to obtain a 
nationwide perspective on what individual Trusts are doing around compliance, innovation, working practices, 
policies and procedures. This year’s round of meetings included two joint meetings which were held in a central 
Birmingham hotel and saw presentations from key decision and policy makers from NHSI who are keen to work 
closely with NPAG on a number of national issues including a review of national cleaning standards.   
 
The NHS is in a period of constant change, coupled with financial challenges that continue to be felt across all 
Trust support services. To keep up with the constant drive for service efficiency Facilities Managers have to    
focus on delivering continuous improvement of services and more innovative ways of working in order to meet 
the ever challenging cost improvement and sustainability agenda. 
  
It is clearly recognised the importance that the Facilities function has on the patient environment and patient 
experience and quality of care that is delivered. With ever increasing Commissioner and patient expectations 
there has never been a more important time to stop working in silos and share knowledge, learning the lessons, 
networking and identifying areas of best practice. Although facilities could be seen as a non-core service, the FM 
function is critical in ensuring excellent quality care is delivered in a safe clean environment. The NPAG Facilities 
South Best Value Group are keenly aware that resources have to be managed as effectively and efficiently as 
possible whilst maintaining and improving the quality of services they provide. 
 
The roll out of the model hospital and the importance of data accuracy along with review of cleaning standards 
and the increasing focus on the Dementia environment will be key areas to focus on in the next round of 
meetings as will the use of technology in improving service efficiency. Measuring, managing performance and 
adopting best practice is critical to be able to demonstrate a value for money service whilst ensuring statutory 
and mandatory requirements are being met. The group recognises the need for benchmarking activities;      
however it feels it is equally important to share innovation and best practice. 
 
The Group’s Facilitator would like to take this opportunity to thank the group’s Chair, Brian Willett, for his work 
and commitment to the group over the last year. Sincere thanks also go to our members for their continued   
energy, contribution, openness, enthusiasm and participation at the meetings.  
 

Tony Gent, NPAG Facilities South BVG Facilitator 
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The 2017-2018 round of meetings for the NPAG Facilities South BVG have been well attended with sustainable 
membership numbers. The meetings have been held at member Trusts in the South of the country with good 
transport links. The agenda for each meeting is agreed by members.  
 
Each meeting has been supplemented by some excellent speaker presentations which have given further added 
value to the meetings. The presentations have generated some very productive discussions amongst the group, 
including user feedback on particular products and services. 
 
The meetings are structured yet informal which encourages participation of all members into the discussions. 
The last round of meetings included two joint meeting with colleagues of the Facilities North Group with presen-
tations from key speakers from industry and NHSI which was a real success and all agreed for the format to be 
repeated in the next round. 
 
Each meeting, members receive regular updates on respective Trust CIP initiatives and hear about new            
initiatives and working practices. This includes updates from members on their experience of having FM services 
provided by differing models of service delivery. 
 
The topic areas for the next four meetings have been outlined and will be agreed by members at the first 
meeting in May 2018.   
 
As Chair of the group my aim has been to ensure that each individual member benefits from the wealth and   
experience of the group meetings whilst forming a strong network of likeminded professionals who are          
committed to sharing experiences and best practice. I am sure the same objective will hold fast in this year’s 
round of meetings.  
 
I would like to encourage and welcome new members to the next round of meetings where you will receive a 
warm welcome and quickly establish yourself as a member of this specialist group. The networking, advice,   
technical presentations and ongoing support you will receive will be invaluable in supporting you in your day to 
day role.  
 
The ongoing challenge for all of us to meet the “Model Hospital” review is relentless, having our group meetings 
and support helps us all to share ideas and aid our aim at achieving these expectations.  
 
I would like to thank all our members for their continued support, input and contributions to the meetings with 
particular thanks to those members who have hosted the meetings at their Trust premises. I look forward to 
renewing our acquaintance for the next round of meetings.  
 
My thanks also to our group’s facilitator and the NPAG team for their support to our meetings. 
 
Brian Willett, Facilities South Best Value Group Chair 

Facilities South BVG 17-18 
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All presentation slides, notes and tabled documents are made freely available to Group members. The         
NPAGNetwork Manager maintains a library and register of documents/papers for distribution upon request. 
These are also made available to members of other NPAG Best Value Groups, with the agreement of the         
originator.  

Networking  

Working Together 

We all have challenges and conflicting priorities in the work environment. As facilities professionals we are 
tasked with improving standards, meeting a raft of new legislation and meeting ever increasing patient and   
commissioner expectations. It is important to take time out to network, identify best practice and critically 
benchmark our activities with other organisations. By working together to discuss and solve common issues we 
create synergy and increase benefits to all. 

The NPAG Facilities South Best Value Group meetings continued to provide the opportunity for face to face   
discussions and for members to build strong network links with likeminded professionals to allow them to      
discuss with each other any issues outside of the formal meetings. 

Meeting Venues 

This year’s round of meetings were held at member Trust sites with the exception of the two joint meetings 
which were held at Novotel Birmingham.  Meetings on Trust sites gave members the added benefit of seeing 
areas of good practice and innovation in the provision of facilities services.   
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E-Car Club 
Russell Fenner Commercial Development and Innovation Manager gave a very interesting presentation the elec-
tric pay per use car club which included benefits to the organisation and individuals whilst enabling Trusts to 
reduce their carbon footprint. Russell explained in detail the car sharing model and the areas of the country his 
company covered. He also shared some excellent customer feedback his company had received from users. The 
company had a variety of cars and commercial vehicles available.  
 

Russell explained the pricing structure which allows for a mixed fleet usage model. He invited members to     
contact the company to discuss further their individual service needs. 
 
Health and Wellbeing / Getting the Most Out of the Day 
Jamie Broadley Health and Wellbeing Lead for Derbyshire Community Health Service NHS Foundation Trust    
delivered an excellent presentation on the work he had been involved in to support staff through change. He 
went through the challenges staff faced in terms of limited budget, time restraints and reduced staffing levels. 
Jamie explained the need for change and gave examples of things that had been implemented in his Trust to 
improve the health and wellbeing of staff.  This included: 
• A staff garden project 
• A human culture 
• The importance of connectivity 
• I wish my manager knew campaign 
• The use of social media (whatsapp) 
• You have power over your mind 
• The way you view external events 
• Schwartz rounds 
• Mindful employer 
• Resolve service 
 
Presentation on the work of NHS Improvement (NHSI) 
Michael Ballas of NHSI explained the changes of the Department of Health being transferred to NHSI. They were 
currently looking at hospital food and bringing in new technology. There was a 1 billion savings target identified 
in the Lord Carter report. Michael also felt that following the Grenfell fire there would be a focus on providing 
greater assurance in all areas of compliance. Michael explained NHSI were looking at new sector work which 
includes Mental Health, Community and Ambulance Trusts. They acknowledged this would bring different    
challenges to Acute Trusts as there tends to be a greater number of smaller sites in the Trust portfolio. There 
will be a drive to collect data on individual sites. High risk backlog maintenance will be high on the agenda. NHSI 
will be focussing on capital allocation and how it addresses the requirements of Carter etc. Michael also felt that 
Premises Assurance would become mandatory which could go to a central reporting system. Michael made 
members aware of the model hospital concept where information will be made available. Mental Health and 
Community Trust information is to be added shortly. NHSPS have been asked to provide similar information. 
Finance Directors are focusing on ERIC with returns requiring Trust Board sign off. Colin M said monthly updates 
on CIPs is currently happening and suggested this needs review. Michael said monthly returns are being used to 
collect data but this tends to be finance linked. 
 

Key Highlights 2017-2018: 

 Presentations 
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Presentation Premises Assurance Model (PAM) - A Trust Approach 
Jacqui Grimwood, Estates and Facilities Development Manager at West Suffolk NHS Foundation Trust delivered 
a presentation on their approach to implementing PAM in an Acute Trust. Jacqui gave some background to her 
Trust. The Trust has a backlog of circa 52 million. The Trust wanted transparency and to give board assurance on 
Estates and Facilities. Before PAM we had Controls Assurance and Standards for Better Health. Jacqui explained 
in some detail the PAM structure and explained it informs the board of issues within IFM. It is a transparent   
process. It is recommended that PAM is done in bite size chunks with a cross reference to guidance and          
evidence available. West Suffolk have piloted a pier review system with other Trusts. Jacqui cautioned members 
to make sure evidence is relevant to the question being asked. Her Trust had being doing PAM since 2013 with 
the findings being reported to the Trust board. Jane expressed an interest in the app that the Trust is working on 
with a third party. 
 
Carter: A Trust Perspective  
Colin Mapperley Director of Estates and Facilities at Frimley Health NHS Foundation Trust shared his journey of 
work carried out to date to meet the Carter recommendations. Colin gave some context to his Trust acquisition 
of Hexham and Wexham Park Trust. They had recently became an STP. Wexham Park had issues on building   
condition and compliance. Estimated 34 million backlog maintenance. Non clinical space of 45% with plans to 
reduce to 35%. Colin offered a word of warning to members to read the definitions correctly. There is a need to 
have a written plan for Estates and Facilities on how you are planning to deliver services. Colin explained the 
importance of comparing like for like services. At Frimley the cleaners have been devolved to ward level       
managed by ward managers making it difficult to identify accurate cleaning costs as the cleaners do other       
duties. Wexham has a centralise approach to cleaning. A review is planned. Frimley has a deep clean team that 
clean through twice per year at enhanced rates. When comparison is made on infection control rates with the 
other sites there is very little difference. Colin mentioned porter costs are high due to having to meet target   
response times. Porters are over establishment. The Trust plan to look at porter tracking in the near future. The 
Trust were also looking at invest to save. There is a lot of work upgrading to LED lighting utilising interest free 
Salix loans based on a 5year payback. At Wexham there is a plan for a new energy centre to replace the existing 
steam plant. Salix are happy to assist in its funding. 
 
Linen and Laundry Services Update 
Ian Hargreaves presented an update relating to the importance of linen and laundry services for the NHS.  Areas 
presented for discussion included:  
• Risks and future planning – What if Beresden Leicester had a major fire? 
• Statistics & Data – Usage, Cost, Percentage by Provider, NHS Laundries in England. 
• KPIs – For and against, Guidelines for measurement 
• CCS Framework 
• Quality Standards and Monitoring Methods 
 
Cleaning Standards 
Emma Brookes, NHSI Senior Strategy and Policy Lead (soft FM) gave an informative presentation to members on 
cleaning standards introducing the National Standards, PAS:5748  and the Healthcare Cleanliness Manual.      
Furthers areas for discussion included:  
 
Impact 
• Variation - Due to standards not being updated there can be variations which are open to interpretation 

due to PAS:5748 and advances in technology and cleaning methods.  
• Confusion – As to the requirements to maintain a safe clean environment and regarding who is               

responsible for different elements e.g. medical equipment connected to a patient.  
• Cleanliness - This can lead to differing degrees of cleanliness having a potentially detrimental impact on 

infection rates and length of stays. 
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• Cost - The inability to follow standards and the Healthcare Cleanliness Manual can increase costs for      
services.  

• Guidance – There is a lack of guidance to assist organisations with direction of travel, as current standards 
are aimed at Acute Trusts, others, e.g. Mental Health are constantly striving to fit standards to their       
services to achieve compliance.   

 
Why are we doing this? 
• It has been 10 years+ since the last update of the National Standards of Cleanliness, 3 years since the    

release of PAS:5748 and 5 years since the last revision of the Healthcare Cleanliness Manual. 
• To achieve comparable standards and costs across the NHS in England. 
• To have up to date standards with the potential for on-going updates within the fast paced ever changing 

face of healthcare cleaning technologies and models of care. 
• To create an opportunity to work closely with stakeholders and organisations committed to the provision 

of excellent soft services throughout the NHS.   
• To create a standard that translates across all healthcare sectors that is achievable, measurable and      

reportable in an easy format for ease of clarity to board level. 
 
Progress 
• 2 Planning meetings with a range of stakeholders from across all healthcare sectors 
• Work stream planning 
• Mind mapping 
• Interaction 
• Real life stories and successes 
 
Next Steps 
• Work Streams 
• Frequency of Meetings 
• Breakaway specialist groups 
• Tasks 
• Outcomes 
 
NHS Estates and Facilities Efficiency & Productivity Division - NHS Improvement 
Cliff Howell, Director & Operational Lead, NHS Improvement gave an interesting presentation to members 
starting with an introduction to his background and career development within the NHS, introducing the NHS 
Improvement Estates and Facilities team and detailing five key areas for discussion as below:  
 
1. The importance of quality data sets 
2. A new approach to maintaining the estate 
3. An improved understanding of lifecycle costs 
4. New for Old – how can we develop the tools for a modern and fit for purpose estate 
5. What does my operational role cover 
 
Key Information presented included: 
 
Importance of Data 
• Estates & Facilities Data better than ever 
• £376m recurrent savings made to date 
• Monthly reporting on CIP’s and Progress instigated  
• Model Hospital 1yr old 
• 25 centrally driven work streams developed 
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Model Hospital (a new digital information service provided by NHS Improvement to support the NHS to identify 
and realise productivity opportunities) 
• Board Level Oversight 
• E&F Compartment 
• Benchmarks 
• Cost Efficiencies 
• Workforce – current position and future plans 
• Data Accuracy & Consistency 
• Compliance 
• Future Backlog Plans 

The following meeting dates were agreed for 2018-2019:  
 
 Friday 4th May 2018 – St Helier Hospital 
 Wednesday 25th July 2018 -  Joint meeting Birmingham (Venue TBC) 
 Wednesday 17th October   2018 – (Venue TBC) 
 Wednesday 23rd January 2019 – Joint meeting Birmingham (Venue TBC) 
 

 Future Plans for 2018-19 
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CPD Certification 

The NPAG is a member of the CPD Certification Service. The Facilities South Best Value Group has received CPD 
approval for 2017-18. 

CPD Certification is a formal recognition of the contribution that membership of the Facilities South Best Value 
Group makes to members' continued professional/personal development.   

At the end of the annual round of meetings, members will receive certificates of attendance for all meetings 
attended during the year to evidence the contribution made as part of lifelong learning. 

NPAGNetwork  

The NPAGNetwork provides the facility for members to ask questions of any individuals, group or groups within 
the overall NPAG membership. Questions can be sent to the NPAGNetwork Coordinator who disseminates them 
across the NPAG membership. Responses are collated and returned to the originator and others who declare an 
interest in the question asked.  

NPAG Library 

The NPAG Library holds presentations from NPAG best value groups and conferences, together with policy and 
other documents sent in by members. Access to these items is via the NPAGNetwork Coordinator. 

NPAG Website 

The NPAG website includes a private members Area for each of the NPAG BVGs. Through these sites, BVG    
members can access and download meeting agendas, minutes, presentations and survey forms. The areas are 
password protected. 

Members Referral Fee – Introduce a friend and get 1 meeting for free. 

A member referral resulting in another Trust / Organisation registering for full membership of the same group 
will result in the referring member qualifying for a one meeting discount* 

The discount applies to the full membership fee only (not applicable to the 2nd member rate). The discount will 
be applied once, at the start of the current meeting round. Mid round membership referral discounts will be 
processed at the start of the following year’s membership round.  

Multiple referrals will result in multiple discounts up to four referrals per meeting round.  

*Equivalent to £149 

Second Club Membership - A 20% discount will be applied when an existing NPAG member joins an additional 
Group. This does not apply to the £245 second member rate. 

Introducing our Try Before You Buy option. Simply attend the first meeting of a group’s new round, see what it’s 
all about and if you decide it’s not for you walk away commitment free*. 

*Try before you buy option is available to new members only. New members must inform NPAG in writing that they wish to 
‘try before they buy’ prior to first meeting attendance. If the new member continues membership beyond the first meeting 
then the full group membership fee applies. 
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The NPAG organises and facilitates a national network of Best Value Groups that enables members to share    
experience, identify good practice; innovation and information to assist individual managers develop their own 
service improvement action plans. 
 

 

For further information on the NPAG and our future activities, please contact Gemma Aitchison or Tracey     
Johnson by telephone on 01245 544 600, or by e-mail on:  

gemma.aitchison@npag.eastamb.nhs.uk 
tracey.johnson@npag.eastamb.nhs.uk 
 
Some Group Testimonials… 

"I find all the Facilities NPAG meetings extremely valuable to me in my job.  The presentations are good and    
varied, the available resources are very useful and the network of colleagues with whom we can share             
experiences and knowledge are fantastic". Facilities Manager, Nottinghamshire Healthcare NHS Foundation 
Trust, BVG Member 2017 
 

“Membership of NPAG provides me with an excellent support network of other FM’s working in the NHS.  It     
allows me the opportunity to discuss business and stay up to date with developments and changes in legislation.  
I have the privilege to be able to support others at the same time and I feel there is a real value to the               
networking within the group.” Head of Facilities Services, West London Mental Health NHS Trust, BVG Member 
2018 
 

"The NPAG meetings provide an excellent forum for discussion on some common topics including user feedback 
on using particular products and services. It also provides a place to discuss the need to continuously meet      
challenging cost improvement programmes whilst maintaining and improving the quality of services it provides. 
The meeting provides a safe and confidential space in which to discuss the individual issues member trusts may 
have and help to resolve these by working together in the spirit of mutual benefit to solve issues, share             
information and adopt best practice". Senior Contracts and Commercial Services Manager, Birmingham &        
Solihull Mental Health NHS Foundation Trust, BVG Member 2018 

Clinical Engineering (North) BVG National District Nurses Network 

Clinical Engineering (South) BVG NHS Car Parking and Travel Planning Network 

Decontamination BVG NHS Sustainability Leads Network 

Estates Services (North) BVG NHS Transport and Logistics BVG 

Estates Services BVG Nursing and Temporary Staffing BVG 

Facilities (North) BVG Operating Theatres BM Group 

Facilities (South) BVG Resilience Development Network 

Health, Safety and Risk Management Network Security Network 

Health Visiting and School Health Services DN Telecoms 

IT and Connectivity Network Waste Management BVG 

Mental Health Network   

mailto:gemma.aitchison@npag.eastamb.nhs.uk
mailto:gemma.aitchison@npag.eastamb.nhs.uk
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Available to all members of NPAG Benchmarking and Best Value Groups, and individual subscribers, the      
NPAGNetwork provides the facility for members to ask questions of any individuals, group or groups within the 
overall NPAG membership. 

The response to questions raised has been excellent. The NPAGNetwork provides a managed forum for          
colleagues to share information - saving time and money in not re-inventing the wheel! 

Questions raised in the past month have included the following topics: 

 Job descriptions and banding 
 Staff parking charges 
 Electric Vehicle (EV) charging 
 Disposal of ionisation smoke heads 
 HFSS food removal  
 Reporting pressure ulcers 
 DaVinchi Robot use 
 Pathology waste policy 
 Pool cars  
 Decontamination of portable medical equipment 
 Use of latex gloves 
 
For full details of how to use the NPAGNetwork, please contact the NPAG team on 01245 544600 or email: 
npagnetwork@npag.east.amb.nhs.uk 

 

Forthcoming NPAG Events 
Please visit www.npag.org.uk for all our current course, workshops, training & BVG meetings. 

Phone: 01245 544600 / email gemma.aitchison@npag.eastamb.nhs.uk or tracey.johnson@npag.eastamb.nhs.uk  

 

Across 2018 - Putting the Patient First – Customer Care and Communication Skills in the NHS Training (On-Site 
Workshop) 

September 2018 - Clinical Engineering Conference 

Winter 2018 - Occupational Health Training Workshops  

 

Contact Us  

 

Phone: 01245 544600 

Email: info@npag.eastamb.nhs uk  

East of England Ambulance Service 

NHS Trust 

Chelmsford Office, Hospital Approach 

Broomfield, Essex 

CM1 7WS 

mailto:npagnetwork@npag.east.amb.nhs.uk
http://www.npag.org.uk/
mailto:gemma.aitchison@npag.eastamb.nhs.uk
mailto:marie.cherry@npag.eastamb.nhs.uk
https://mobile.twitter.com/npaguk
http://www.npag.org.uk/
mailto:info@npag.eastamb.nhs.uk
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REGISTRATION FORM 

 

 

Organisation 

Address  

Are you a member of another NPAG Networking Group?  (Please tick) 

  

  

  

  

  

  

Name 

Job Title  

Email 

Special 

Requirements  

(Dietary / Access) 

Phone No. 

Registrations  

Please send your completed registration form to:   

National Performance Advisory Group 

East of England Ambulance Service NHS Trust 

Hospital Approach 

Broomfield, Chelmsford, Essex 

CM1 7WS  

Tel: 01245 544600 

Email: gemma.aitchison@npag.eastamb.nhs.uk  

Invoicing  

If the invoice address is different from that  

above please enter below: 

 

 

 

Member 1 for a £595 Fee (4 meetings)  Member 2 for a £245 Fee (4 meetings)  

REGISTRATION CONDITIONS:   

A VAT invoice will be issued.  VAT Registration No. 654 9195 01.  VAT applies to any NHS organisation outside England and to 
any non-NHS organisation.   
Payment is due on receipt of invoice.  DO NOT send payment in advance of receipt of invoice.  When invoice is received,    

payment should be made to ‘East of England Ambulance Service NHS Trust.’ 

ALL cancellations must be in writing.  Cancellations received within 14 days of receipt of the registration form will receive a 

full refund.  After this date refunds cannot be made.  A substitute is acceptable. NPAG cannot be held responsible for any 

travel expenses or accommodation costs in the event of a cancellation or postponement of a meeting, workshop or an event. 

A 20% discount will be applied when an existing NPAG member joins an additional Group. This does not apply to the £245 

second member rate. 

I confirm that I have read and accept the above REGISTRATION CONDITIONS and would like to register as a member of the 
‘FACILITIES SOUTH BEST VALUE GROUP 2018-19’.  Please invoice me for payment . 
 

Authorisation Signature …………………………………………………  Purchase Order Number…………………………………………………..
  

AR Version 

Y N 

mailto:victoria.combes@npag.eastamb.nhs.uk

